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Corollary 1.2. Let K be a field, A an infinite cardinal, and A a K-algebra of dimen- 
sion not exceeding A. Then there exists a K,-module M (that is, a K,-vector space) 
with M of dimension ,I and A a End M. 
Corollary 1.2 also follows from a theorem of Ringel [18] which he derived from 
representation theory. Ringel obtains a full and exact embedding of KS-Mod into 
K4-Mod; Corollary 1.2 is then a consequence of [lo] and [14] for vector spaces of 
arbitrary dimension, and of [8] for vector spaces up to a certain infinite dimension. 
This settles the infinite four subspace problem, e.g. as stated in [8]. In this paper 
we derive additional information which is not obvious from [18] about the dimen- 
sions in the case R = K of the vector spaces used for realizing a given algebra. 
For many applications in module theory, in particular for abelian groups, the 
‘field version’ (Corollary 1.2) is not good enough. Useful applications of such a 
realization theorem require representations over arbitrary commutative rings. A 
very recent and typical example is given in [17], and others may be found in 
[6,8,10,14,15,16]. Our Theorem 1.1 will sharpen all these results in an obvious 
way, and this will be left to the reader. Observe further that there are many situa- 
tions in which Corner’s classical realization theorem and the results in [9] are of no 
use. For example, suppose one wants an indecomposable R-module A4 of rank H 0, 
but a completion of R has only finitely many (but at least 4) algebraically indepen- 
dent elements over R. Then the mentioned constructions to obtain A4 fail, however, 
A4 can be derived from Theorem 1.1. Very different applications are given in [l, 71. 
This need for further applications motivated our interest in deriving a more 
general result replacing fields by arbitrary commutative rings. As a byproduct, we 
have a new and immediate proof of the four subspace problem with an even simpler 
combinatorial argument from [lo]. The combinatorial argument originated from 
Shelah [21]. Moreover, we do not use any (deep) results on representation theory 
at all. 
Next we want to explain our methods and also mention some additional stimuli 
which led to the solution. Rather than doing this for the most general result or for 
Theorem 1.1, we will concentrate on the following special case. 
Corollary 1.3. Let F be a free R-module over a commutative ring R. Then there 
exist four submodules p, . . . , F3 such that the only endomorphisms of F that leave 
Fk invariant (i.e. Fkq3 c Fk for k<4) are the scalar multiplications. 
For many applications it will be sufficient to use Corollary 1.3. At the end of the 
introduction we shall indicate a short cut through Sections 2-4 which leads to this 
case. If R = K is a field, then the finite-dimensional case is due to Brenner [3], and 
the case for dim F= H, follows from Kronecker, see, e.g. [19, p. 1221. 
We shall need a more general category of RK-modules, where K is any cardinal 
(finite or infi&t~j. For its nhiwtc which we ~a!] _j?K-m~dg!e~, \nle yi!! ~ritp F= 1-----v- .,I,‘-..“, 
(fiFk: k<tc), where FkcF is an R-submodule for Oik<rc. A morphism, or R,- 
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homomorphism @ : F1 --t F, is an R-homomorphism 0 : F, -+ F2 such that F,k@ c F: 
for every k< K. Hence End F is a subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra EndR F, 
and R,-Mod is an exact category with direct sums and enough projectives and in- 
jectives. 
Recent investigations of the theory of K,-Mod (ICI X0), were initiated by 
Brenner and Butler [3,4,5], and the link to representation theory of quivers was im- 
mediate. This led to numerous results in the last two decades, see [3,6,13,18,19]. 
Some crucial work of Kronecker, however, dates back as early as 1890, and, in fact, 
Kronecker’s construction will be basic for our theorem. 
It turns out that the category K, -Mod for K 5 3 corresponds to finite representa- 
tion type, hence the algebras which can be realized as End F for some finite- 
dimensional vector space F can be determined. A list is given in [3]. Observe that, 
in contrast to our main result, there are many K-algebras which cannot be repre- 
sented as End F for some F in K,-Mod. A nice extension of this remark may be 
found in [20]. 
The case K,-Mod turns out to be of special interest. From the model-theoretic 
point of view it is known that its elementary theory is decidable (if K is finite, for 
instance), and that of K,-Mod is not (see [2]). The category K4-mod of all finite 
dimensional K,-modules is of tame representation type, while KS-Mod has a full 
and exact embedding into K4-Mod as mentioned above. The indecomposable ob- 
jects of K,-mod were determined in [13], and there is an earlier list in [3] of all F 
with dimension F finite which realize the trivial algebra as in Corollary 1.3. The 
category K,-mod was also the guide for the characterization of all finite- 
dimensional hereditary algebras of tame type, see [18]. These differences between 
K,-mod and KS-mod explain the early progress in realizing algebras in R,-Mod and 
the setbacks in the case of R,-Mod. Observe that the analogue of Theorem 1.1 for 
R,-Mod and all free R-modules of rank less than the first inaccessible cardinal has 
been known precisely 20 years (see [S]). 
We now give the essential observations which lead to Theorem 1.2 for A = R. This 
can be used as a guide for those readers who want to understand only some of the 
main ideas of this paper. Using a construction of Kronecker’s, we derive a realiza- 
tion of any commutative ring R as End X, with X free of rank N 0. This can be ex- 
tended to a ‘weak o-family’ X, (a~ o), with only the trivial homomorphism 
X, -+Xp for a\ /I infinite. Unfortunately, these X, are not yet good enough as 
building blocks for F in Theorem 1.2. A remark on p. 396 in [18] that these 
Kronecker modules X, behave like torsion-free rank 1 abelian groups, and the way 
Fuchs constructs indecomposable, torsion divisible modules over a valuation ring 
with nonstandard aniserials in [ 121, lead to the idea how to construct the proper 
building blocks for F. Taking nonsplit extensions of Kronecker modules by 
Kronecker modules, we obtain a rigid o-family of R,-modules (see Definition 2.1 
and Proposition 2.3). Next, Proposition 3.4 gives a construction of R,-modules 
for regular cardinals A. In order to get back to R,-Mod, one applies Proposition 
4.2 with K = o, Q = 4 and A = R. To cover all singular cardinals A, and to obtain rigid 
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L-families, additional arguments are needed, mainly sticking regular blocks 
together. 
2. Families of Rx-modules 
Let R be a fixed commutative ring with 1~0. If K is any cardinal, then the 
category R,-Mod of R,-modules defined in the introduction is easily verified to be 
an exact category with direct sums and enough projectives and injectives. 
We must define some types of families of R,-modules. We let A always denote 
an infinite cardinal. We define the standard A-family of R-modules to be a family 
{F,:acA) of f ree R-modules of rank A such that F, c Fp if a c /I, and such that 
there exists an exact sequence 0 -+ Fe + FA --* oiEi Qi+ 0 with all Q, (iEn) free 
R-modules of rank A, and which restricts for every a c A to an exact sequence 
O+F,-*F,+ mica Q,-0. It is easy to see that a standard A-family exists and is 
unique up to isomorphism. If a c /I L A, we denote the inclusion F, c Fp by la8. 
Observe that IaD is a split injection since FD/F, is free. 
Let F be an R,-module. We say that F is A-free if Fk has a complement in F for 
every k E K such that Fk and its complement are free R-modules of rank 2. All ten- 
sor products will be tensor products of R-modules, and we shall write @ instead 
of OR. If M is an R-module, we let MO F denote the R,-module constructed on 
MO F with (A48 F)k =M@ Fk for every k E K. 
Definition 2.1. A rigid A-family of R,-modules {F,: ac A} is a family of 
R,-modules constructed on the standard A-family IF,: a c A} such that: 
(1) the exact sequences of the standard I-family are exact sequences 0 -+FB+ 
F,+ GiEa Qi+0 in Rx-Mod; 
(2) F, and Qi are A-free (a c A, i E A); and 
(3) if M and N are R-modules and a U fl c A, then Hom(M@ F,,N@ Fs) = 
Hom,(M, N) @ lap if a c ,B, and is zero if a $2 /3. 
In order to construct rigid l-families, it will be useful to have the notion of a 
weaker type of family. Let us call {X,: a c A} a weak A-family of R,-modules if: 
(4) each X, is a I-free R,-module, and for each a c /I L A, there is a split inclu- 
sion lap : X, ---f Xb which is an R, -homomorphism; 
(5) whenever a = a0 U aI is a partition of a, then there exists an exact sequence 
O-tX,+X,,@X,, -+x,+0; 
(6) if N is an R-module and a U /3 c A, then Hom(X,, NO Xp) = NO 1 if (Y =P, 
and is zero if a\ p is infinite. 
It is immediate that a rigid A-family is also a weak A-family since condition (1) 
implies that if a=a, Ua, is a partition of a, then F, is the pushout of F,, and F,, 
by F,. What is not so clear is that the existence of a weak J.-family implies the 
existence of a rigid l-family. Before showing this, we prove a lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. Condition (3) in Definition 2.1 may be replaced by the following: if 
N is an R-module and a c p c A, then Hom(F,, N@ Fp) = N@ lap. 
Proof. We must show that condition (3) follows from the stated condition, assum- 
ing (1) and (2). First assume that a L /3 and that @ : MOF, --f N@FB. The 
bilinearity of the tensor product gives a homomorphism M-+ Hom(F,, NO FB) by 
m C) (m@-)@. On the other hand, the map N-+Hom(F,,N@Fp) given by 
N-, NO la8 is onto by hypothesis. But lap is a split injection, hence this map is also 
injective. The composite of its inverse with the homomorphism above yields a 
homomorphism y/:M+ N such that mW@fl,p =f (mw@ lap) =(m Of)@ for 
f E F,. Thus @ = v/ 0 lap E HomR (M, N) @ lap, as is required in (3). 
Now assume that ag p. Put y = a U p. By properties of the standard A-family, 
there exists a free complement for Fp in FY which contains a basis element f coming 
from F,. Let I$ : h4@ F, + NO Fg . The composition of C#I with 1, @ lgy : N@Fg + 
NO F, must have the form I+V @ l,, for some I,V E HomR(M, N) by the case proved 
above. Let m EM. Applying the composition to m Of, we get m I,Y 0 f E NO Ffl. 
Thus the choice off forces mt,v = 0, and we conclude $I = 0. Thus (3) is shown. 0 
Proposition 2.3. If there exists a weak A-family of R, -modules, then there exists a 
rigid A-famiIy of RX-modules. 
Proof. Let {X,: a c_ A> be a weak I-family of R, -modules. Partition A into infinite 
subsets aj for j E A U {m}, and define Qj = X, . Moreover, for each i E A, partition 
ai into two infinite subsets aie and ail, and put Qio = X,, and Q;t =X,, . For each 
ie A, choose an exact sequence 
(*) O-‘X1+Q;oOQi,+Q;+O 
according to Definition 2.1(5). Note that each Qi is A-free, and if N is an R-module, 
then Hom(Qi,N@Qi)=NO 1 and Hom(Qi,N@Qj)=O for i,jeA U (m},i#j. 
The exact sequence (*) determines a class in Ext’ (Qi, Xe) (ie A), in the category 
R,-Mod, We shall write Ext instead of Ext’. We have homomorphisms 
n EXt(Qi, X,) + Ext @ Q. X 
iek 
(i,, 1’ r+) --Ext (io, Qi~Qm) 
where the left map is a natural isomorphism and the right map is induced by 
the natural map X, + Qm. The class of (*) for every i determines a class in 
Ext(@;cA Qi,Qm), h ence we may choose an exact sequence 
O-*Q03_fF~-t t Qi-0 0 iCl 
representing this class. We now define F, for a c A to be the submodule of FA such 
that the exact sequence restricts to the exact sequence 
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We denote Fi;) by F;. Note that Fe = Q,. 
It will be useful to know that we have a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0-x 0 ------tQi-0 
0 - Q, +Fi 
To see this, consider the commutative square 
’ Qi - 0. 
Ext(Q;, X,) ’ JWQ;, Qc.9. 
From the way F, was obtained, there is a class in Ext(BicA QilXO) that maps 
across to the class defining F, and down to the class of (*). Thus the class of (*) 
maps to the class defining Fj in EXt(Qi,Q,). This yields the desired diagram. 
Clearly {F,: a G A} is the standard A-family of R-modules, and Definition 2.1(l) 
is satisfied. Condition 2.1(2) follows from 2.1(l) since Q, and Qi are A-free. Thus, 
we need only verify the condition in Lemma 2.2. Let N be an R-module, (r c p C_ A, 
and @:F,-tN@FI,. Then 0 induces a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0-QQ,-F a p ig Qi ____* 0 
n@l fP 6 
4, 1 
0-N@Q,- NOF,j -J@)3Qj~ - 0 
by first noting that the composition through @ resulting in Q, + ajep (NO Qj> 
must be zero, hence @J restricts to a map Q, --, NO Qm. This restriction must be of 
form n @ 1 for some n EN. Consequently, 4 induces the map 6, which must be of 
the form $= aiGa (n;@ 1) for nieN. 
Fix ie a. Replacing @ by 4 - (ni@ l), and restricting to the exact sequence 
O~Qm~Fi-tQi~O, we obtain 
o------)x 0 - QioOQ,l ---+Qi-0 
0 - Q, p Fi *Q;-0 
(n -n;) 
i 
O-N@Q,--- N@FB - ,$I)) (NO Qj>- 0. 
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The zero map on the right forces the middle vertical composition to factor through 
Q;e@ Qii -+ N@ Qm, thus it is also zero. But then the composition X, -+ Q, + 
NO Q, is zero. Since X0 + Qm splits, and X, is a nontrivial free module, it follows 
that n = ni. It is apparent that F;: is generated by the images of Qto and QiO @ Qi,, 
and that these map to zero in N@Fp. Since this is true for every ~E(Y, and since 
Fa=Ci,, Fi, we conclude that #=n@ 1. q 
3. Construction of rigid I-families 
In this section, we shall construct rigid A-families of R,-modules for three dif- 
ferent types of @,A). First, we shall construct an o-family of R4-modules. 
To begin, we construct a family of R[X]-modules. Fix nonconstant, manic 
polynomials pi E R[X] (i E w), such that given i#j, there exist Qi, qj E R[X] with 
pi qi +Pj qj = 1. For example, one may take po = X and pi+ 1 =po .*+pi + 1. Let S be 
the multiplicative subset of R [X] generated by the {pi}. Then S contains no zero 
divisors, hence the localization S-‘R[X] contains R[X]. The conditions on the 
{pi} assure that we have unique partial fraction representations in S-‘R[X] in 
terms of the (pi}. For each subset a c O, define L, = {f/pi,.**pi,} c S-‘R[X], 
where fgR[X], keu, and i, ,..., ik are distinct elements of (r. Then L, is an 
R[X]-submodule of S-‘R[X] which is S-torsion-free of rank 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Let a U p c co, let N be an R-module, and let C$ : L,+ N@ Lp be 
an R [Xl-homomorphism. If a =j3, then <$I = <(l@) for every <EL,, where 
lcp~N@R[Xl. If a\/3 is infinite, then $=O. 
Proof. By partial fractions one sees that piL1 has a free complement in LP as an 
R-module. It follows that N@ Lg is S-torsion-free. Since L, has rank 1, we may 
conclude that t@ = < (lo) for every [ EL,. We may think of NO R[X] as N[X], 
and of NO S-‘R[X] as the module localization S-‘N[X]. Thus l@ = n(X)/.s, 
where n(X)EN[X], and s=pjO..*p;k for distinct j,,...,j,~/?. If a=P, then the 
‘type’ of L, does not permit denominators in 1 @, hence 1 @ E N[X] = N@ R [Xl. If 
a \ p is infinite, then n(X) must be divisible by infinitely many pi that are coprime 
to s. This implies that n(X) = 0, hence @ = 0 in this case. q 
Next, we define two R-submodules of L, that will be used to define an R,-mod- 
ule X,. Let di be the degree of pi, and put Ui = @05jid R(Xj/pi) in S-‘R[X]. If 
a c w, define U,= aiEa Ui. Then ZJ, is an R-submodule of L, such that L, = 
U, @ R [Xl, as follows from partial fractions. We further put W, = U, 0 R. 1, thus 
W, is an R-submodule of L, such that L, = W, + R [X] and R. 1 = W, Cl R [Xl. Con- 
sequently, L, is the pushout of W, and R [X] by R . 1. 
Let ea: U, -+ W, be u@,=(u,O), and let va: U,+ W, be uy/,=Xu. Then @, 
and V, are R-homomorphisms whose graphs are R-submodules of U,@ W,. We 
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now define an R,-module X,. Put X,=U,@W,, X,o=U,@O, x;=oow,, 
X,‘= (graph Ga), and X,‘= (graph w,). Certain of the X, will constitute a weak 
o-family of R,-modules. 
Proposition 3.2. There exists a rigid o-family of R,-modules. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, it suffices to give a weak o-family of R4-modules. If 
a is infinite, it is clear that X, is an w-free R,-module. If a G p c w, then the 
natural inclusion lap : X, g XD is a split homomorphism which is also an R,-mor- 
phism. If a=cro U ol, then the natural inclusions X,-+X, and Xaonal +X, (i=O, l), 
induce the sum map X,, OX,, --t X,, and the skew diagonal map Xaona, --f X, @ X,, 
(x Y (x, -x)). Since U, = U,, + U,, and Ua,o al = U,, tl U,, , it is clear that the sum 
map is onto, and the kernel is the image of the skew diagonal map. In fact, the same 
is true for each layer of submodules, thus we have the exact sequence of 
R,-modules 
Since X, is o-free if a is infinite, in order to produce a weak o-family of 
R,-modules, we fix an infinite subset a0 of cc) which has an infinite complement. 
We will then take the modules (X,: cro c a c o}, but reindexed by the subsets of 
cu \ cr, in an obvious fashion. The only remaining thing to be verified is condition 
2.1(6). 
Let Q, : X, -+ NO X,. Since X&b c NO Xi for 01 iS2, we may regard @ as given 
by an R-homomorphism @ : W,+ NO Wb, where the effect on X,” is the same as 
the restriction to U,C W,. Since N@Xj=graph(l,@X), the inclusion X,“@ c 
N@Xj implies that (Xu)@ =X(u@) for u E U,. Now consider the R[X]-homo- 
morphism R[X] -+N@ Lb which maps 1 to l@. This map and @ agree on 
R. 1, hence, by the pushout property, they extend @ to an R-homomorphism 
Q-1 L,+N@Lp. But (Xy)6= X(y& for every YE L, since this is true on both 
Uu and R[X]. Therefore 6 is an R[X]-homomorphism and Lemma 3.1 applies. 
If a\/3 is infinite, then 6-0, hence @=O. If cz=,&, then I$-EN@R[X]. 
But l&= 14 E (NO R[X]) fI (NO W,). From the decomposition W, + R[X] = 
U,@R. 10X. R[X], we see that l$eN@R. 1, thus @eN@l. 0 
To construct rigid A-families of R,-modules for K infinite, we only need one ap- 
propriate module. 
Lemma 3.3. Let K be infinite. If there exists a l-free R,-module F such that 
Horn@, NO F) = NO 1 for every R-module N, then there exists a rigid A-family of 
R, -modules. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, it suffices to produce a weak A-family of R,-modules. 
Let {fi,A’,fi”: ie A} be a free basis for F. We may assume that the submodules Fk 
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are indexed by kEK, k>O. For each acl, define F,=F, FL=Fk (O<k<K), and 
Fi = (J,fj’: ic a, Jo A). We have therefore defined a family {F,: ac A) of 
RX-modules. Each F, is clearly I-free, and the inclusion F, C_ Fp (a c p) is trivially 
a split R-homomorphism. If a = a0 U aI is a partition of a, we have an exact 
sequence 0 -+ Fe -+ F,, @ F,, --f F, --f 0 given by the skew diagonal and sum maps. It 
is immediate that this induces an exact sequence 0 + Fi -+ FzO 0 Fi, -+ F,” -+ 0 for 
every k E K. Thus we have an exact sequence 0 -+ FB -+ Fa, 0 F,, -+ F, -+ 0 as requir- 
ed in Definition 2.1. Our hypothesis on F implies that Hom(F,,N@Fg) C NO 1 
for a U p c A. The submodules F,” and Fj, and the fact that the J are part of a free 
basis for F, guarantee that Condition 2.1(6) is satisfied. Thus, we have a weak 
I-family of R,-modules. 0 
To deal with regular 1, we shall adapt a construction that appears in [lo]. 
Proposition 3.4. If A is a regular cardinal, then there exists a rigid A-family of 
R,-modules. 
Proof. An R,-module F is an R,-module by taking Fk=A4’ for 41 k< o, thus 
Proposition 3.2 allows us to assume that I is uncountable. 
We shall utilize the construction of [lo, Proposition 2.11 to obtain an R,-mod- 
ule F that satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3. For the benefit of the reader, we 
shall write down F, but leave the proof that Hom(F, NO F) = NO 1 to the reference. 
Let G=@,,, Rg, and H= @,,* Rh; be free R-modules, and put F= GO H. 
Thus F is a free R-module of rank A on {g, 0 hi). In order to write down the sub- 
modules, we need some notation and must make some choices. Let A’= {a< I: cf 6= 
o}. Then 2’ can be partitioned into 1 stationary subsets Ji (i<A), each of cardinal 
L. Choose bijections s; : A + Ji, and then define the bijection D: ;1 x A-+ A0 by 
a(i,j) =si(j) (i,j<A). For every positive integer n, let i” be the set of functions 
from n to A which are strictly decreasing. Choose bijections (7, : i” -+ A for n > 1, 
and put aI( =i. For each SEA’, choose a strictly increasing sequence of or- 
dinals { ~(n, 6): O< n < o} converging to 6. 
We now give the M o submodules of F in terms of independent generators. 
Fo’” = (g,Ohi: i<A) (TZ<U) 
F’,” = (goBhi_g,@hi: i<A) (O<~<U) 
F2 = (go@ hi-g, 0 ha(i,i): i,j<il) 
F3 = (gz@hi-g,@h,(j,i,: i,j<ll) 
F4’” = (gqOhs-g4n+20h~(rl(n,s),s): SEA’) (O<n<o) 
F5*“= (g4n+1Oh,~~,)-g4n+3Oh,~+,(,“~i)):i<~r7ESin,t(n-1)>i) 
(O<n<o). 
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We note that each submodule is clearly free of rank I and has free complement of 
rank ,I. Cl 
For singular cardinals, we take K equal to the cofinality. 
Proposition 3.5. If L is a singular cardinal and K = cf 1, then there exists a rigid 
/2-family of R, -modules. 
Proof. Choose an increasing sequence of regular cardinals (&: k~ K} whose 
supremum is A. By Proposition 3.4, choose a &free R,-module Fk such that 
Hom(F,,N@Fk) =N@ 1 for every R-module N. Put F= akEK Fk, and choose 
a basis element fk E Fk which lies outside of Fi (k E K). We now make F into an 
R,-module by giving K submodules. For every (k,k,) E K X K with k<k,, take 
the submodule Fk3k1=Fk@(@k,SkZ<K FjJ. For every n E o, take the submodule 
F” = OkEK F[. Finally, take the submodule F’= (fo-fk: k~ K) @ (akEK Fi). It is 
easy to see that F is A-free. 
To verify that F satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3, let N be an R-module and 
@EHom(F, NOF). Since Fk= r)k,,k Fk,kl, it follows that Fk@ c N@Fk. But 
F”Q, C NO F” also, hence Fi@ C NO Fi for every ke K and n E o. Consequently, 
@ = @kCK (nk @ 1,‘) relative to @ kE,Fk.ButF’@CN@F’,hencen,,@fO-nk@fk= 
(.&-j&b E NO F’. By the way the& were chosen, we conclude that ne @ fo-nk @ fk= 
n@(fO-fk), and hence nO=nk for every kEK. Thus @=n@l. 0 
4. Proof of the theorem 
We wish to extend the scope of rigid I-families to deal with an arbitrary R-algebra 
if ,I is sufficiently large. Let A be an R-algebra and let {F,: a 5 ,l} be the standard 
A-family of R-modules with exact sequences 0 --f F@ -+ F, -+ aifa Qi -+ 0 (a c 1). If 
M is an A-module, put M, = MO F, for a c 1. We define an A-rigid l-family of 
R,-modules to be RX-module structures on M, and Qi for every A-module M, 
ac_il and ieL, such that: 
(1) M,” is a direct summand of M, such that M,” and its complement are 
R-isomorphic to 0, M (k E K), and Qi is A-free (i E A); 
(2) the exact sequence for F, tensored with M yields an exact sequence 0 + M, --) 
Ma+ aiccr (M@Qi)+O (acid); and 
(3) if M and N are A-modules and Q U ,4 c A, then Hom(M,, ND) = Horn, (M, N)@ 
lap if CY c /I, and is zero if aG,8. 
It is clear that a rigid I-family of RX-modules is an R-rigid A-family. The proof 
of the theorem will be accomplished by a ‘transitivity’ result. First we will note in 
a lemma that one additional submodule suffices to restrict R-homomorphisms to 
A-homomorphisms. This submodule will be included before the reduction to 
R,-modules. 
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In preparation for the lemma, let A be an R-algebra which can be generated by 
a family (ai: iEl} of no more than J. elements. Let (G,: o c A} be a rigid A-family 
of R,-modules, and choose a free basis (gi, g;: i E A} for Gs. If M is an A-module, 
put M,!= (m @gi+aim@gi: m EM} (~E,I). Then h/r: is a submodule of M@ G, 
that is R-isomorphic to M. In fact, the Mi are independent, and we define M* = 
aiEl M:. Note that M* 3 0, M, and that oiEl (M@gi) is a complement for M* 
in MO GO. 
Lemma 4.1. With the notation and assumptions as above, let Mand N be A-mod- 
ules, crc fi, and ~~EH~~(M@G,,NOG~). Then @eHomA (M,N)@ la8 if and 
only if M*@ c N*. 
Proof. If w E HomA (M, N), then it is immediate that M*(J,u@ lap) c N*. There- 
fore, assume that M*c#J c N*. Since {G,} is a rigid I-family, we have @ = I+V@ lap 
for some w E Hom(M, N). Thus mrC/@gi+ (aim)w@g;= (m @gi+ aim @g()# E N* 
implies m v/ = n and (aim) v/ = ain for some n EN. Hence (aim) v = ai(m v/) for every 
iEA. Since the ai generate A, we conclude that I,U is an A-homomorphism. 0 
We now prove the key reduction step. 
Proposition 4.2. Let 1 I ICZQ, with K infinite. If there exist a rigid A-family of 
R,-modules and a rigid u-family of R,-modules, then there exists an A-rigid 
I-family of R, -modules for every R-algebra A which can be generated by no more 
than A elements. 
Proof. Let {G,: a c A} be a rigid I-family of R,-modules. We adopt the notation 
used in Lemma 4.1. We may assume that the submodules of G, giving the 
R,-module structure are indexed by k with 2 I k < K. For convenience of notation, 
we shall introduce two new submodules, which will not be, however, part of the 
R,-module structure. We have an exact sequence 0 --f Gs-+ GA --t aicl Yj+ 0, 
where the Yi are /l-free. We define new submodules of G, and x by Gt = G,, 
Gz=aicA R(g;+gl), yi’=yI, and To=0 (cxcA,i~A). It is straightforward to 
check that the exact sequence above restricts to an exact sequence 0 + G,k -+ G,k --f 
aiEcr yk+O for every acl and I(EK. 
We shall construct a natural family (k,: a c A} of R,-modules for every 
A-module M, such that the family meets all the requirements of an A-rigid A-family 
except being of the form M@F,. We shall then show that MU is isomorphic to 
M@ F,, and that {Ii%,} can be used to put the required structure on {MOF,}. 
First, we define submodules of MO G, by (MO G,)k =M@ G,k for 15 k< K, and 
(MO G,)‘=M*. We note that (MO G,)k is a summand of M@J G, for every k E K. 
At this point and elsewhere, there will be no problem in regarding one tensor pro- 
duct as embedded in another since the inclusions will be induced by split R- 
homomorphisms. Choose a rigid K-family {H,: y C_ K} of R,-modules, and write 
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Hk for Hlkl (~EK). We now define &=CkEK (MO G,)” @ Hk (a c A), where we 
may regard everything as embedded in MO GA @ H,. 
In order to analyze Ma and @, we must decompose H,. We have an exact 
sequence 0 --f He + H, --t BkEK Zk -0, with each Zk K-free, and which restricts to 
exact sequences O+H,-tH,-+Z~-+O and O-+H~+H~-+Z~--+O (~EIc,~E~). Let 
t-E@. Since Zk is K-free, we may choose a free submodule C,, of Hk of rank K, and 
a summand CL of C,, such that CL and its complement are free of rank K, and such 
that Hk = Hfl @ C,, and HL = Hi@ C$ (k E K). (Choose CL first.) Moreover, the in- 
dependence of (Z,} implies that CkEK Hk=HPI@(@kEx Ck,.) and CkEK Hl= 
Hi@&, Ci). Recalling that (MO G,)’ = MO Gi = MO G,, we obtain decom- 
positions 
and 
We now show that the family {ai,: a c A} has appropriate properties. We know 
that H,$ and C$, and their complements in HR and Ck, are free of rank K. Since 
M@ G, and (MO G,)k are isomorphic to 0, M, we conclude that I6iL is a direct 
summand of A& such that both h;rl; and its complement are isomorphic to 0, M. 
TO exhibit the exact sequence O+&-+&&+ aica (M@Qi)+O, we first note 
that the exact sequence O+Ge+G,-+ aiEa Yi+O yields O+M@G,-+M@G,+ 
aica (MO F) -+ 0. The exact zuence 0 -+ G,k + G,k + eica Yk -+ 0 (k E K), yields 
O+(M@G,)k+(M@G,)k+ tiea M@ Y;’ --f 0, where a direct argument is used 
for k=O. Combining these exact sequences with the decompositions above, we ob- 
tain the desired exact sequence of J&-modules, where 
> (iEa,ree). 
It is easily seen that Qi is A-free, and in fact Qi = CkEK Yk @ Hk. 
To investigate the mapping property, let M and N be A-modules, a Up c A, and 
# : I$& -+ Rp. Let k E K and put k^= K - (k}. Observe that fib C ((NO GD)~ @ H,) + 
(No G, @Hc). Since (No G8)k and Hk are summands of NO Gp and H, re- 
spectively, we conclude that ((NO Gp)k @ H,) fl (NO Gp 0 Ht) = Npk 0 H,-. Thus 
we have a natural homomorphism from A, to ((NO GB)/(N@ G,J)~) 0 H,- whose 
kernel is contained in (NO Gp)k@HK. Composing this map with the restric- 
tion @k of @ to (MB G,)k@ Hk, we obtain a homomorphism (MO G,)k@ Hk + 
((No GB)/(N@ Ga)k) @ H,-, which must be zero by the rigidity of the { HY}. There- 
fore, ((MO G,)k 0 Hk) #k r (NO Ga)k @ H,. Again, by rigidity we have ok= 
vk@ l,, for v/~: (M@G,)k+(N@Gp)k. Since (M@G,)‘=M@G,, I,U’ is the 
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restriction of w’. Thus t+~’ is a map MO G,-+ NO G, such that (MO G,)k IC/’ c 
(NO Ga)k for every ke K. By Lemma 4.1, we conclude that if cr!Zp, then I,V’ = 0 
and hence @ = 0. If a c p, then there exists y E HomA(M, N) such that I$ = w@ 1,. 
Consequently, 0 is the restriction of t,u 0 lap 0 1,. Conversely, if I,V E Horn, (M, N) 
and (Y c /3, then v/ @ lap 0 1, restricts to a morphism of R,-modules. 
Finally, we must define a standard A-family {F,), and put an R,-module struc- 
ture on MO F,. If we take A = R, all ai= 1, and M= R in the preceding, we obtain 
a family of R-modules {F,: (x C I), where F, = CkEK G,k @ Hk. Each F, is a free R- 
module of rank A, and we have exact sequences 0 + FD -+ F, --f ais a Qi + 0, where 
each Qi is free of rank A. Thus we have the standard A-family. The earlier decom- 
position for MU, say for r=O, tells us that F,=(G,@H,)@(@,,,(G,k@C&)), 
where the choice of ai = 1 gives (R @ G,)’ = R* = G$ Thus we have 
M@F, = (M@G,@H,)@ @ M@G;@C,, . 
( kEK > 
Since M@ G,k = (MO G,)k for k# 0, we have an obvious identification of every 
part of M@F, with a corresponding part of Ma except that MO Gz is not the 
same as (MO G,)‘. We have MO Gz= @i,A(MO(gi+g/)) and (MO G,)‘=M*= 
aieA: M/. We define an R-isomorphism M@ (gi+g/) + M/ by m @ (gi+gl) C) 
m @g,+ aim @gi. Combining this with the other identifications, we obtain an 
isomorphism 0,: MO F,+ && for every a c 1. We use this isomorphism and the 
R,-module structure on fi, to put an R,-module structure on M, = M@ F,. 
We must verify that these identifications do not alter the exact sequence and map- 
ping properties. The exact sequence property is unaltered since 0, restricted to 
M@F, is clearly Ba. For the mapping property, if WE Hom,(M, N) and a r/?, 
then one easily checks that e,(~@ lap0 l,)=(w@ 1,8@ l,)eD by evaluating at 
m@ (gi+gl)oc. Thus, the mapping property for a, is preserved for M,. 0 
The theorem will now follow easily. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A be an infinite cardinal and let A be an R-algebra that can be 
generated by no more than il elements. Then there exists an A-rigid A-family of 
R,-modules. 
Proof. First suppose that I is a regular cardinal. Then Propositions 3.4, 3.2 and 4.2 
yield the conclusion. Now suppose that I is a singular cardinal. Then K =cf A is 
regular and K<A, hence Propositions 3.5 and 4.2, plus what we have just proved 
for regular cardinals again yield the conclusion. 0 
We close with two remarks on the theorem. If M is an A-module, then 
M,z 0, M for every a c 1. By choosing 2’? incomparable subsets of 2, we obtain 
2’ distinct R,-module structures on the single R-module 0, M, say Mi (ie2”), 
such that Hom(Mi, Mj) = EndA @ 1 if i =j, and is zero if i#j. 
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The second remark concerns the possibility that the submodules A4: and ML give 
an inner direct sum decomposition M, = MA@ A4; for some i, j E 4. Suppose that the 
weak A-family of Proposition 2.1 has the property X, =XL@Xi for some i and j. 
In the proof of the proposition, the Q’s will then have the property, and consequent- 
ly so will the F,. But then the HA in the proof of Proposition 4.2 will have the 
property, and it is easy to see that the M, will also. Reviewing the construction of 
a weak w-family of &-modules just before Proposition 3.2, we see that the de- 
composition M,=M@M$ will thus hold for i=O,2 or 3. Therefore End(M,) can 
be characterized as all endomorphisms in End@&) that commute with three cer- 
tain projections. It is an interesting question whether this can be reduced to two pro- 
jections. 
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